
5 STEP GUIDE TO
HELP YOU FIND
YOUR WORD

Get ready for a 

great year!

Welcome to my good word guide!   

This simple tool will help you sift

through your experiences, distill what

you've learned, and select a

meaningful word that will keep you on

track for the year.  Here’s to a great

year through some good words!

GOOD WORD
GUIDE
A simple tool to help you find

your good word for 2022

A M E L I A  F U R M A N  M I X E D  M E D I A

“Good Words 

for a Great Year”



"One word can make a big difference."

What's in a word?

We give ourselves notes to remember daily tasks like

grocery, tasks and other information.  The bigger

things in life can be forgotten so easily while we are

focused on the daily.  I don’t know about you, but I

need a visual  reminder of what’s important to me.

---Let's get started! 

More than you think!

Preparation 1.
Time/Space:  To get the most out of this tool, find

some quiet time and space to fill out the prompts. 

 You can break this exercise into multiple sessions or

do it all at one time.   Take your time, but don’t let

perfectionism stop you from moving forward.  Do

what you can.  You’ll have this tool available to

update and revise whenever you desire.

Your Mind:   after you’ve prepared your time and

space,  do some breathing exercises to relax your

mind and get it ready.  Some people find meditation

helpful to get focused on your task.  Prayer is an

amazing gift to utilize too.  Ask God’s Spirit to guide

you and help you listen.
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Make a list of all that has happened this past year.  The

positive and negative.  Not just what you accomplished,

but what happened around you that affected you.   This

list doesn’t have to be comprehensive, just put things

down that come to mind.

HELPFUL TOOLS: 

--A close friend or

spouse

--Pictures (Google

photos chronologically

organize your photos)

--Time: Allow for 30 -

60 minutes.

2. Review & Reflect
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HELPFUL TOOLS: 

If you are needing some

jump starters for words,

here is a good resource: 

 

www.thegoalchaser.com/

word-of-the-year/

3. Evaluate

After you have completed this list, look at all the positive

things you have accomplished and celebrate! 

 Have some difficult and painful things happened this year? 

 Take time to acknowledge, grieve and then release them.

Now that you have a comprehensive picture of your

past year, what do you want to have MORE of in the

future?  What do you want LESS of?

Think about the lessons you have learned through the

year.  Do you have more to learn or is there a quality or

characteristic you want to keep pursuing? Write down

words or phrases that come to mind.
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HELPFUL TIPS: 
As you sift through

words, say them, write

them down.  Which word

keeps coming to mind?

which one makes you

excited and just a little

scared?  Pay attention to

these gut reactions...

4.Refine & Select
Now you have several words that express, very

simply, what you want to focus on for the year. 

 Congrats!  That’s good work!  Which word really

sticks out?   Take time to think this over.  There’s no

rush.   Which word keeps coming back to your mind?
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Now that you have your word, modify it to make it

an active word rather than passive.  A verb or a

character descriptor (ie: resilient) .  This will help

you remember that this word is to spur you to

action.  (ie:  gratitude can be turned into thankful

or grateful).

Top four words

Refine to top two words

Your Good Word

Your  Good Word

Action form of your word 

Description  form of your word
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You did it! Congrats! 
Now what? 

5. Share

Next, share your word with others. Not only will this keep you accountable,

it will inspire and encourage all of you. Tag @ameliafurmanmixedmedia and

use #goodwordgreatyear  You can follow me to see what other folks are

coming up with.   You can also share your good word through the collection

products:  prints, cards, magnets.

Start by sharing your word with

yourself. Write it down on places that

you will see it.  You can also look at my

good word collection and see if I have

your word in print, card or magnet

form!   I’m also taking good word

commissions (6 x 6 or 12 x 12 in size)
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To see the whole Good Word Collection, visit my website.  

Here's to good words that can make a great year! 


